SEAMLESS EXPERIENCE
INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
Today’s workforce has grown up using technology and expects it to operate anywhere from any device. From streaming, to integrated audio visual room systems, telepresence, VOD – collaboration technologies are changing the way we work. These technologies are all unique, but have one common factor – professional audio visual elements.

Iron Bow Technologies designs, engineers and delivers audio visual systems from the simplest hang it and connect it to enterprise wide distribution system and all facets in between.

There isn’t any out-of-the-box all-encompassing one size fits all solution. To truly achieve an audio visual empowered room or enterprise you must consider many factors. Often, it is many diverse technology types and brands smartly integrated – coupled with your existing infrastructure. The step most often overlooked is how your organization operates – the human engineering aspect. For Iron Bow, this is a “must” when you’re creating a seamless experience for successful business outcomes.

Iron Bow works to understand your organization’s goals – how you plan to use collaboration with your existing infrastructure – to help ensure our solutions meet your objectives. We customize a flexible solution to provide the desired performance today, while future-proofing for new requirements and technologies as they evolve.
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WHY AV SOLUTIONS?

According to the U.S. Department of Labor, a mere 10 percent of information is retained when presented only orally.

Only 35 percent of that same information is retained when presented only visually.

However, when audio and visual tools are combined to present a message or idea, 75 percent of that information is retained.

A TRUSTED LEADER IN AUDIO VISUAL SOLUTIONS

Iron Bow offers broad technology expertise that has grown in depth, intricacy and maturity through the evolution of voice to VoIP, and unified communications (UC) to collaboration. Iron Bow was one of the first Cisco networking partners and the first partner to install UC in the federal government. Today, we continue to lead in these technologies as a Cisco Certified Gold Partner with the elite Cisco Master UC Specialization, as well as high level certifications from other leading AV manufacturers.

CISCO Partner
Partner since 1998
- Gold Certified Partner
- Master Cloud Builder Partner
- Master UC Specialization
- Managed Services Channel Program
  - Master Specialization
  - Master Security Specialization

Polycom
Partner since 2001
- Gold Partner
- Immersive TelePresence Specialization Video
- Solutions Specialization
- Federal and GSA Specialization
- UC Specialization